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ore than three-quarters of the teachers in a recent poll
gave the acoustics in their classrooms a failing grade. The
problem is most commonly a "signal to noise" ratio issue,
which results in poor speech intelligibility. In lay terms, the
room is too noisy and it takes a long time for sound to
decay within the room. Studies by Maxwell and Evans (1997)
have shown that students in schools with high background
noise levels tested lower than students in schools with lower
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background noise levels.
Recently, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
approved a new set of recommended acoustical specifica
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tions for schools (ANSI 512.60-2002). "The criteria, require
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ments, and guidelines of this Standard are keyed to the
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acoustical qualities needed to achieve a high degree of
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speech intelligibility in learning spaces," according to Paul

Q.

Schomer, standards director for the Acoustical Society of

RC curves is that the RC curves are more stringent in the low

America (ASA) , which publishes the "Classroom Acoustics

(rumbling) and high (hissy) frequencies.)
When documenting the noise level in a room from the

Design Guide" (2000).
"If followed, this Standard removes acoustical barriers to

much noise is being transmitted though the wall or roof from

a sizable minority of school children in the United States

the air conditioner unit itself? How much noise travels from

who may have mild-to-moderate hearing, learning, or atten

the unit down the ductwork to the diffusers? Do the air dif

tion deficits, suffer frequent ear infections, have limited

fusers create their own noise due to the airflow/air turbulence

English language skills, or may otherwise suffer from a sub

as air passes thorough the grill? And finally, how is the unit

standard acoustical environment. For teachers, working in a

mounted to the structure and is it properly vibration isolated?

classroom that conforms to this Standard can reduce or elim

The new ANSI Standard covers:

•

Background noise

•

Sound transmission

from both inside and outside the

•

Impact insulation

of walls, floors, ceilings, and doors,

of floor-ceiling assemblies above core

>-

acoustical issues. This helps to attenuate the noise from
the unit. Silencers or mufflers can be installed in the duct

Reverberation times

the noise. If air quality is a concern, one may wish to
install AP/Armaflex (manufactured by Armacell), instead of
traditional acoustical duct lining.

learning spaces, and

•

Mounting units over or in hallways, and then ducting
the air into the classrooms, can resolve many of these

run and acoustical lining can be added to further reduce

building,
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mechanical systems, all sources must be considered: How

learning," he says. "It provides equal access to education for

inate voice strain and reduce stress."
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or the length of time for sound to

decay.
The quieter a room is, the lower its background noise

Unlike noise coming from within a building, exterior
noise sources are measured by the A and C weighted deci
bel (dBNdBC) system. The A-weighted decibel is filtered to

level, enhancing speech intelligibility and raising the room's

respond to the way we hear, while C-weighting is closer to

"signal to noise" ratio. In the case of a teacher in a class

a true flat response. According to the Standard, the build

room, "signal" means speech and "noise" is the base noise

ing shell should control outside noise sources to levels of

level in the classroom without the teacher speaking. (Noise

35 dBA. If the exterior C-weighted sound level is more than

is measured in Room Criteria (RC) or Noise Criteria (NC) val

45 decibels above the A-weighted sound levels, the

ues, which are commonly used to describe the noise from

Standard requires additional acoustical mitigations, for

HVAC systems. The primary difference between the NC and

example at schools near airports, major rail lines, or roads
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for classrooms is supported by the ANSI Classroom

with a high volume of truck traffic.
Following are the design goals for background noise

Acoustics Standard, as well as by our own experience, Here

levels from the building's HVAC system, as wetl as from

are the recommended minimum STC ratings in the ANSI

other sources such as tight ballast, electrical transformer,

Standard:
Room Relationships

elevator equipment etc.
Classroom Size

ft.

to,OOO to 20,000 cu.

ft.

More than 20,000 cu.

NC/RC

Classroom to corridors, office, etc.

45 STC

approx. 30

Classroom to classroom or outside

50 STC

35 dBA

approx. 30

Classroom to public space, e.g., restroom

53 STC

40 dBA

approx. 35

Classroom to music room, gym, etc.

60 STC

A-weighted Noise Level

Less than to,OOO cu.

ft.

STC Rating

35 dBA

The Standard calls out an A-weighted noise level criterion
for overall background noise and must be translated to the

Classroom doors are recommended to have a STC rating
of 30 or more. In addition, the Standard calls for minimum

more traditional NC/RC rating. While this may seem contrary to

Impact Insulation Class (IIC) values of 45 to 50 (measured

conventional wisdom, the goal of maximizing the signal to

without carpeting) for floor-ceiling assemblies above core

noise ratio for improved speech intelligibility is best deter

teaming spaces. Higher ratings are advised if gymnasia,

mined with A-weighted noise levels. In addition, any room that

dance studios, or other high floor-impact activies are located

has microphones for distance learning applications should be

above core learning spaces.

designed to a lower level of no more than NC/RC 25.

Another section of the Standard for acoustical design of

To establish sound isolation between rooms, one must

classrooms covers control over the build-up of noise in the

look at all the pathways for sound to enter the room: dobrs,

room itself. This is typically measured in Reverberation Time

windows, penetrations of the walls by ducts, pipes and con

(RT60), or the length of time it takes for sound to decay 60

duits, and holes made in walls by recessed electrical panels

decibels or to one millionth of its initial level. Reverberation

and fire extinguisher cabinets. These can all significantly

can be reduced by installing sound absorbing panels or

reduce the insulating effect of the partition.
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acoustical tile ceiling system. A major design challenge in

ANSI's minimum Sound Transmission Class (STC) of 50

classrooms concerns the need for wall-mounted writing

I
THERMAL PERFORMANCE

K-13 fibers are sprayed onto the
interior roof deck fonming a mono- ;
lithic coating over the substrate. ,j
All cracks, seams, and voids are
filled • eliminating air infiltration.
Unlike prefabricated insulations,
K-13 has no voids or compressed
areas to reduce thenmal efficiency.
ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE

K-13 absorbs sound energy instead of reflecting it, reduc
ing reverberation time and making speech and music more
intelligibile.

SonaSpray@~~fc"
UcoL.lsticcd tl"eatmeV\t
K-13 is available in six standard colors, SonaSpray 1c' is available in white and Arctic White, Custom colors are
available lor both products.
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P.O. Box 450006 Houston, TX 77245
Toll
www.spray-on.coml l

® (713) 433-6701

Free

(800) 979 4913
READER SERVICE #155

SonaSpray 'fc' is a spray-applied acoustical texture with
exceptionally high noise reduction coefficient (NRC) and light
reflectivity. A typical installation at 1/2 " has an unequalled
NRC of .65. SonaSpray 'fc' provides an attractive. high per·
fonmance solution to acoustical and lighting objectives while
maintaining the aesthetics of the ceiling
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surfaces to be abuse resistant while also non-reflective

While primarily directed at K-12 schools in the United
States, the new Standard also could be applied international·

of sound.
The suggested Reverberation Times for classrooms are:
Classroom Size

Reverberation Time

ly and at the college level. ANSI 512.60-2002 (Acoustical
Performance Criteria, Design Requirements, and Guidelines

Less than to,Ooo cu. ft.

0.6 seconds

for Schools Standard) is 50 pages long. This article is intend

10,000 to 20,000 cu. ft.

0.7 seconds

ed only as a summary of its major provisions. The entire

More than 20,000 cu. ft.

consult an expert

document can be downloaded for $35 from the ANSI web

In addition to these specifications, the Reverberation

store (http://webstore.ansLorg/ansidocstoref). •

Time for distance learning rooms should be less than 0.5
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THORBURN, PE, IS CO-FOUNDER OF THORBURN ASSOCIATES, INC., AN

seconds, with no discrete echoes.
INTERNATIONAL ACOUSTIC AND AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEM DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

Several trade groups challenged the ANSI Standard, argu
"FIRM WITH OFFICES IN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN CALIFOPNIA AND NORTH CAR·

ing that it was "not in the best interest of the public" and
OLiNA. HE CAN

appealed to have the standard withdrawn. Included in the
appeal was a declaration by the groups of what they said

s'~

REACHED AT SjT@YA-INC.COM OR

(510) 886-7826

rOR.MQRUNFORM/1T10N

would be added costs in implementing the Standard. The

"CHRONIC NOiSE EXPOSURE ~ND READING DEfiCITS: THE MEDIATING EffECTS Of

trade organizations were the Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION" BY EVANS, G.W. AND i\1AXWELL, L"

BEHAVIOR

Institute, (ARI) , the School Facilities Manufacturers

(1997), 29(5),

WWW.DESIGNSHARE.COM

PP.

ENVIRONMENT AND

638-656.

(INTERNATIONAL fORUM fOR INNOVAYIVE SCHOOLS)

Association (SFMA) , and the Modular Building Institute (MBI).
WWW.CLASSROOMACOUSTiCS.COM

The ANSI Appeal Board upheld ANSI S12.60-2002 on

WWW.ASA.ORG

(ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY Of AMERICA)

June 10, 2003. The ANSI Appeals Board is the third and

WWW.LHH.ORG/NOISE/CHILDREN

final level for appeals of proposed standards. The appeals

"CLASSROOM ACOUSTICS" BY T. FINITZO'HI£BER, IN AUDITORY DiSORDERS /,'-1

(LEAGUE Of HARD Of HEARING)

to the Standard have been heard and the Standard has

SCHOOL CHILDREN,

been upheld in all appeals.

ACOUSTICS AND SOUND SYSTEMS IN SCHOOLS, fREDERICK S. BERG, 11993)

LARES
For over ten years LARES has been the world's leader in
electronic architecture  a unique system which can
dramatically improve the listening experience in a vari
ety of environments.
Now LARES introduces the Mainframe II, a revolution
ary advancement in acoustic enhancement technology.
Featuring a new modular hardware design, it can
replace up to four of the previous mainframes  with
each offering 24 biU96 kHz resolution and delivering ten
times more processing power. It integrates into the
LARES system architecture using totally digital intercon
nection, ensuring the ultimate in sonic purity.
LARES Mainframe II offers many new features, includ
ing two additional inputs in each algorithm, allowing
independent processing for early and late energy, larger
room sizes, unlimited presets, and more. Together with
the other LARES
components. it
-- --
forms the world's
-- - -  only complete and
comprehensive
acoustic enhancement system. LARES is a cost-effec
tive means of resolving acoustical challenges in ways
that traditional architecture can't easily accomplish.
~

Wilh over 200 spaces already using LARES technology,
it is the most Widely utilized acoustical enhancement
system in the world. Isn't it time you heard what
LARES can do for your venue?
LARES Assoc"lte,
30 Dunbarton Road
Belmont, MA 02478
Tel (6/7) 484·9266 • Fax (617) 484·8620
h[tp://wu'w.lares~lexicon .com

READER SERVICE #179
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